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I

A. Match the following.
Means of transport

seen in villages

Climbers

tall and big plants

Bullock-carts

run on wheels

Trees

need support to grow
upwards

Buses and trucks

small and bushy plants

Shrubs

grow along the ground

Creepers

have six wheels

B. Match the following
Diwali

live in jungles

Wild animals

festival of lights

domestic animals

furniture

wood for

kept in man made homes

C. Match the following
Lion

burrow

Rabbit

den

Snake

nest

Sparrow

hole

Dog

stable

Cow

kennel

Horse

shed

D. Match the following
Sun

changes its shape

Rainbow

twinkle at night

Moon

bring rain

Stars

nearest star to the earth

Dark clouds

seven colours

II

Fill in the blanks
1. Most means of transport run on ___________________.
2.__________________ have six wheels

3. bicycles have ________________ wheels
4. A car has ____________________ wheels
5. Small and bushy plants are called_________________.
6. Weak plants that grow along the ground are called____________.
7. We get ______________ from plants for making furniture.
8. Weak plants that need support to stand straight are called _____________.
9. A lion lives in a __________________.
10. A snake lives in a _______________ .
11. A sparrow lives in a ______________.
12. Rabbit lives in a _________________.
13. The cow is kept in a ______________.
14. The dog is kept in a _______________.
15 The horse is kept in a ______________.
16. The sun is ________________ than the moon.
17. _____________animals are kept in man - made homes.
18. _____________ animals live in jungle.
19. The ______________ is a hot ball of fire.

20. The ______________ changes it shape every night.
21. Dark clouds bring _____________.
22. A ________________ is seen during the rainy season.
III

Write True and False.
1. Christians go to a church to pray. (

)

2. Hindus decorate their homes with christmas tree on Diwali. (
3. Plants are of same kind.(

)

4. We get many useful things from plants. (

)

5. Climbers and Creepers are weak plants. (

)

6. Big plants are called Creepers. (

)

7. Animals also live in homes. (

)

8. Wild animals live in Jungle.(

)

9. A Sparrow live in a den.(

)

)

10. Domestic animals are kept in man made homes. (

)

11. Different animals eat same kind of food.(

)

12. Some animals eat both plants and animals.(

)

13. A rainbow has seven colours.(

)

14. The Sun is smaller than the Moon. (
15. The Sun is also a star. (

)
)

16. We can count the number of stars. (
17. The sky is blue at night. (

)
)

18. The stars are very far away from us. (

)

19. We see the sun in the sky at night. (

)

20. Grapevine grows along the ground. (

)

21. We get milk from plants. (

)

IV

Underline the correct word.
1. A rickshaw has (three/four) wheels.
2. A (bullock-cart/bus) has two wheels.
3. We use (same/different) means of transport.
4. We mostly see tractors in (cities/villages).
5. (Trucks/bicycles) have six wheels.
6. Christmas is celebrated on (25 September/25 December).

7 (Diwali/Guruparva) is the festival of lights.
8. Muslim goes to (Temple/Mosque) to pray.
9. Guruparvas are celebrated by (Sikhs/ Christians).
10. (Climbers/Creepers) grow along the ground.
11. (Trees/Climbers) are strong plants.
12. We get wood from (Trees/animals).
13. Creepers are (weak / strong) plants.
14. Plants are of (same/different) kind.
15. Small and bushy plants are called (trees/shrubs).
16. Paper is a (plant/animal) product.
17. We get (cotton/milk) from plants.
18. A snake lives in a (den/hole).
19. The horse is kept in a (stable/burrow).
20. The (cow/dog) is kept in a shed.
21. (wild/domestic) animals are kept in man made home.
22. (pet/wild) animals live in jungle.
23. Different animals eat (different/same) kind of food.

24. A frog eats (insects/plants).
25. Rabbit is a (flesh/plant) eating animal.
26. The (Sun/Moon) changes its shape every night.
27. (light/dark) clouds bring rain.
28. A rainbow is seen during (summer/rainy) season.
29. The sun is (colder/hotter) than the moon.
30. The (sun/ moon) give us heat and light.
31. The moon is (smaller/bigger) than the sun.
32. We can see the sun in the sky during the (day/night).
33. We can see the (clouds/stars) in the sky at night.
34. We see a rainbow in the sky (before/after) it has rained.
V

Tick (
answer.

) the write

1. We mostly see bullock-cart and tongas in
a. Villages

(

)

b. Cities

(

)

2. A vehicle with 4 wheels
a. Bus

(

b. Tractor

(

)
)

3. Birthdays of the ten Sikh Gurus are celebrated as
a. Christmas

(

b. Guruparvas

(

)
)

4.Weak plants that need support to stand straight
a. Creepers

(

)

b. Climbers

(

)

5. A plant product
a. Leather

(

)

b. Oil

(

)

(

)

6. The plants which can stand up straight
a. Creepers
b. Trees

(

)

7. Animals those who eat only plants are called
a. Plant-eaters

(

)

b. Flesh- eaters

(

)

a. Wild

(

)

b. Domestic

(

)

8. Animals which are tamed by humans

9. A rabbit lives in a
a. Hole

(

)

b. Burrow

(

)

10. What gives us heat and light?
a. Moon

(

)

b. Sun

(

)

a. 5 colours

(

)

b. 7 colours

(

)

(

)

11. A rainbow has

12. Farmers are happy to see the
a. Light clouds
b. Dark clouds
13. The first man step on the moon was

(

)

a. Neil Armstrong

(

b. Euri Gagarin

(

)
)

14. The sun is very
a. Hot

(

)

b. Cold

(

)

a. Moon

(

)

b. Sun

(

)

15. What changes it shape

16. A vehicle that has engine
a. Tonga

(

b. Bus

(

)
)

17. A vehicle which is pulled by animals
a. bullock-cart

(

)

b. car

(

)

VI

Write the answers of the following questions
Q 1.Which is the festival of lights?
A 1. _________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
Q 2. When is Christmas celebrated?
A 2. _________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Q 3. Which festival do Muslims celebrate?
A 3. _________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.
Q 4 . What are called the means of transport?
A 4. _________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.
Q 5. Name any two means of transport we mostly see in villages.
A 5._ (1)___________________________________________________
(2)________________________________________________________.
Q 6. Name any two means of transport we mostly see in cities.
A 6. (1)_____________________________________________________
(2)_________________________________________________________.

Q 7. What are trees?
A 7.__________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.
Q 8. Name five different things that we get from plants.
A 8. (1)_____________________________________
(2)_________________________________________
(3)_________________________________________
(4)_________________________________________
(5)_________________________________________.
Q 9. Name two domestic animals.
A 9. (1) _____________________________________
(2)______________________________________.
Q 10. Name two wild animals.
A 10. (1) _________________________
(2)_____________________________
Q 11. Name two homes that are built for domestic animals.
A 11. __________________________

_______________________________.
Q 12. What are plant-eaters?
A 12.________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Q 13. What are flesh -eaters?
A 13. ________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.
Q 14. What do we see in the sky?
A 14. ________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Q 15. Why do the stars look small?
A 15. ________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Q 16. What does the sun gives us?
A 16. ________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

VII. Draw and colour a Bird.
VIII. Match the animals with their homes.

IX. Circle the plant products.

